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Classical optimization; a physics analogy
Minimize a ‘cost function’ dependent on many parameters

- Cost function ⟺ energy E(X)

- Parameters ⟺ configuration space, X={x1,x1,…,xN}

Statistical Physics:

hEi = 1

Z

Z
dXE(X)e�E(X)/T

lim
T!0

hE(T )i = E0

Example: MC simulations



Transition into liquid state has taken place
Slow movement & growth of droplets 
- simulation is not strictly equilibrated
Is there a better way to reach equilibrium at low T?

Let’s lower the temperature….



Annealing a metal:  
Removal of crystal defects by heating  
followed by slow cooling
Simulated Annealing: 
MC with slowly decreasing T 
- Kirkpatric, Gelatt, Vecci, 1983
Quantum mechanics analogy 
- quantum annealing

Quantum tunneling
Thermal fluctuations



Quantum Annealing
Reduce quantum fluctuations as a function of time 
- start with a simple quantum mechanical Hamiltonian 
- end with a complicated classical Hamiltonian (potential)

Hclassical = V (x) Hquantum = � ~2
2m

d2

dx2

Adiabatic Theorem:
If the velocity v is small enough 
the system stays in the ground state 
of H[s(t)] at all times

Can quantum annealing be more efficient than thermal annealing?
At t=tmax we then know the minimum of V(x):  (x) = �(x� x0)

Useful paradigm for quantum computing? 
- Kadowaki, Nishimori 1996, Farhi et al. 2001,…

[Hquantum, Hclassical] 6= 0

H(s) = sHclassical + (1� s)Hquantum

s(t) = vt, v = 1/t
max



Spin Glasses
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Figure 1: A frustrated 4-spin Ising system with three ferromagnetic (solid lines) and one antifer-
romagnetic (dashed line) interaction. Solid and open circles correspond to up and down spins,
respectively. The configurations shown, and the ones obtained from them by flipping all spins, are
the ones with the lowest energy; E = �2. One of the interactions (bonds) is always “unsatisfied”.

Spin glasses

A spin glass is a spin system in which the interactions are random and frustrated. Frustration
refers to the inability of the interacting spins to minimize simultaneously the energy of all bonds
(interacting pairs). An example is shown in Fig. 1. Here three out of the four interactions are
ferromagnetic, J12 = J23 = J41 = �1, whereas one is antiferromagnetic, J34 = +1. In such a 4-spin
systems with all interactions equal, all Jij = 1 or all +1, the lowest-energy configurations are the
ones minimizing all the bond energies, �i�j = �1, independently of the sign of the interaction.
There are two such configurations. In contrast, in the example shown in the figure, the energy is

E(�) = ��1�2 � �2�3 + �3�4 � �4�1, (2)

and in the states with minimum energy, E = �2, one of the bonds must be in the high-energy
state (an ”unsatisfied” interaction). There are four lowest-energy configurations; the ones shown
plus the two obtained by flipping all their spins.

In an Ising spin glass with a large number of spins the number of lowest-energy configurations
(ground states) grows exponentially with increasing number of spins. It is in general very di�cult to
find those configurations. At finite temperature, a spin glass model may exhibit a glass transition,
below which in practice all the configurations cannot be sampled in a Monte Carlo simulation
utilizing flips of individual spins. The system “gets stuck” around a local energy minimum from
which it cannot escape within reasonable simulation times. There are also spin glasses in nature,
and they also exhibit glass transitions. The behavior is similar to that of amorphous materials such
as normal glass; thus the name “spin glass”.

Spin glass models are often studied using simulated annealing methods. One interesting aspect is
to study the glass transition. Normally the transition temperature Tg is not known, at least not to
very high precision, and it is then useful to start the simulation at high temperature and slowly cool
it. Above the glass transition such a simulation will be able to explore the full configuration space
of the system—it is said to be ergodic. However, as the transition temperature is approached, the
colling rate has to be decreased exponentially fast in order for the simulation to be ergodic. For a
very large system one can in practice not achieve ergodic sampling below some temperature close
to the glass transition. For ergodic sampling of a finite system at T < Tg, exponentially longer
simulation times are required with increasing system size N . In practice, the glass transition can
be seen in results obtained in several di↵erent annealing runs: For T > Tg all simulations will give
similar results for measured quantities, whereas for T < Tg di↵erent results will be obtained in
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Hard to find ground states if the interactions  
are highly frustrated (spin glass phase) 
- many states with same or almost same energy

Many (almost all) optimization problems can be  
mapped onto some general model 
- hard problems correspond to spin glass physics
Quantum fluctuations (quantum spin glasses)  
- add transverse field (H → H + Hquantum)
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 Glass phase: <𝜎i> ≠ 0, spins “frozen” in time 
- many different such thermodynamic (stable) states


